
Never push or pull heavy loads again! The V-Move® L works 
on battery all day long and after 5 hours of charging the 
machine can be used again. Option for fast-charge Lithium 
batteries. The V-Move® L comes standard with maintenance-
free deep-cycle batteries, CSA/UL approved battery charger, 
speed control and battery indicator. In addition, various 
options are available.

V-MOVE
®
 L

The V-Move® L has been specially developed to move waste
and recycling bins, carts and small trailers up to 2,000
kg/4,409 lb.  The V-Move L moves comes optionally with
three-season air tires. The special differential drive and tires 
make it possible to use the machine in snow, on slopes up to 
20% and on hard and unpaved terrain.

Reduce Risk  -  Increase Productivity  -  Save Money



VOLTAGE/WATTAGE

DRIVELINE/MOTOR DIFFERENTAL / DC motor
CAPACITY ON FLAT SURFACE

MAX SPEED 6 KM/H or 3.7 MPH
MAX WEIGHT ON UNIT 200 KG/441 lb

BATTERY 2x12V DEEP CYCLE MAINTENANCE FREE;  OPTION FOR UPGRADES
DIMENSIONS 125X70X90 CM or 49x28x35" 

WEIGHT W/O BATTERIES
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 DOUBLE FRONT WHEEL
The optional twin-wheel swivel air or 

solid wheels provides extra load-
bearing capacity and stability. Optional 

in air, solid urethane or solid rubber. 
Wheel guards are also available.

FAST HITCH
With the optional lunette ring tow bar 

and hitch, it's fast for one person to 
connect & disconnect to waste bins even 

in very cold weather with gloves on.

UPGRADES
Upgrade your tug purchase with either 

a water-proof charger and/or long 
running and fast charging Lithium-

Ion batteries.

WEIGHT-BEARING HITCH
The center coupling has been specially 

designed to be an optional weight-
bearing hitch up to 200 kg/441 lb.

SAFETY DEVICES
The V-move® comes with a loud horn 

and optional flashing LED light on 
pole so others can hear and see you.

Other built-in safety devices include a 
neutral throttle and safety stop switch. 

WHEELS/TIRES
Various tires are available, such
as pneumatic tires, solid tires,

non-marking tires, and outdoor 
all-season tread tires.

HITCHES
Center mount or side mount ball hitches, 

universal pin coupling and others are 
available.

CHARGER UL & CSA APPROVED Specifications subject to change at any time.
Picture of units may have option equipment.

V-Move® L
24 Volt / 0.8 kw with boost to 2 HP

130+ KG/287 lb

2,000 KG/4,409 lb

  ADDED WEIGHT PLATES
V-Move optional weight plates on

the top are available to give added
traction to pull heavy loads, use the

optional tote carrier or in snow or on
slopes.

TOTE CARRIER
An optional tote carrier can 
carry two totes.


